
What Makes You Happy

What makes you

not happy

Not having to

know

everything all

the time.

Being trusted

to figure

something

out

Thinking in

small steps,

not long term

deadlines

Not making

things more

complicated

than

necessary.

Spending

time with

my family

Pursuing

what is

interesting

Seeing code that I

wrote work as

intended

(especially fun if

it's visible stuff)

Command

and control.

Being told to

stop working on

something I'm

interested in

Repeatedly

having the

same

argument

Not having a

direction when

it comes to

learning new

things
Not being

told what

I'm doing

wrong

Leadership

changing

their minds

without

explanation

No context

about what

should be

done

Being forced to use

methodologies

incorrectly

Unpredictibility

excel spreadsheets

with detailed tasks

and deadlines

mapping out the

next year

Dependence on

bad metrics. ("It's

a number, it must

mean

something.)

Incompetence

Preservation of

options until other

options have

proven wrong (with

whatever context

that might mean)

Valuing

learning.

Completion

Teaching

A raelly,

really good

collaboration

tool.

Needing to

spend a lot of

time thinking

about money

Flexability

Retirement

Being forced to

come into the

office OR stay

at home

Control

over my

schedule

People who

don't know

what they

don't know.

too much

control over

my

schedule

Lack of

engagement

from company

in remote

settings

Having time

to sleep

enough

always

learning

new things

Over

engineering

Interview

excercises

that don't

relate to the

actual job

Overly

opinionated

code review

comments

The 'hustle' culture

and 'day in the life

of a xyz

programmer' that

don't include any

actual work

Work Life

Harmony

Trusted

Work

Having

Purpose

Fulfilled
Tools

Yak Shaving

Forced

hybrid

scheduling

Intereting

Work

Bad

Management

Corporate

Culture

All The

Things

Comparitive view

Point

Network to find a

similar or better job

r-e-s-p-e-

c-t

Skills/Skillset to get

better or similar job
economic security

spend as much

time as possible

doing things that

I'm good at --

because that's

where I provide

value


